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Dual-Hiding Side-Channel-Attack Resistant
FPGA-Based Asynchronous-Logic AES:
Design, Countermeasures and Evaluation
Kwen-Siong Chong, Senior Member, IEEE, Jun-Sheng Ng, Juncheng Chen, Ne Kyaw Zwa Lwin, Nay Aung
Kyaw, Weng-Geng Ho, Joseph Chang, Senior Member, IEEE and Bah-Hwee Gwee, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—We present a side-channel-attack (SCA) resistant
asynchronous-logic (async-logic) Advanced Encryption Standard
(AES) accelerator with dual-hiding SCA countermeasures, i.e. the
amplitude moderation (vertical dimension) and the time
moderation (horizontal dimension). There are five contributions in
this paper. First, we propose an async-logic design flow with
relative timing to simplify the AES realization in FieldProgrammable-Gate-Array (FPGA). Second, we optimize
completion detection circuits therein to achieve a low
power/overhead solution. Third, we propose a randomized delayline control and a data-propagation control to amplify the dualhiding SCA countermeasures for our async-logic AES accelerator.
Fourth, we validate the async-logic design flow based on two
commercially-available Sakura-X and Arty-A7 FPGA boards.
Fifth, we comprehensively evaluate 74 SCA attacking models for
our async-logic AES accelerator on these two boards, and compare
the results against a benchmarking AES based on synchronouslogic (sync-logic). We show that our async-logic AES accelerator is
unbreakable within 1 million electromagnetic (EM) traces where
the sync-logic counterpart is breakable within < 30K EM traces.
To our best knowledge, our async-logic AES accelerator is the first
async-logic AES design evaluated comprehensively at the first/last
round, at various attacking locations (i.e. before/after SubstituteBox), and with various Hamming weight/distance, bit model, and
zero-model of SCAs.
Index Terms— Advanced Encryption Standard (AES),
Asynchronous circuits, Cryptography, Data security, Design
methodology,
Encryption,
Field-Programmable-Gate-Array
(FPGA), Side-channel-attack (SCA)

I. INTRODUCTION

I

NTERNET-of-Things (IoT) systems increasingly demand
security features, including adopting encryption such as
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [1] so that encrypted data
can be shared among various parties via internet. The encrypted
data would be considered secured even they are unfortunately
intercepted by adversaries who may not know the key of AES.
However, the hardware implementation of AES may lose its
security if the hardware is physically attacked. Side-channelattack (SCA) [2] is one form of the hardware attacks, by
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correlating the encrypted data with the leakage within sidechannel information [3] such as power or electromagnetic (EM)
information [4]. By constructing a suitable attacking hypothesis
model [5] using the encrypted data, SCA on an AES hardware
could be surprisingly efficient to reveal the key of AES.
There are many techniques to mitigate SCA. In general, the
broad concepts of SCA countermeasures are to apply ‘Masking’
and/or ‘Hiding’ [6] techniques. The former masking
countermeasures aim to mask the relationship between the
encrypted data and the side-channel leakage. The associated
implementations include various masked logic [7] and
algorithmic masked transformations [8]. Conversely, the latter
hiding countermeasures aim to hide the side-channel leakage
due to the circuits therein, not only vertically by controlling the
side-channel leakage’s amplitude but also horizontally by
adjusting the side-channel leakage’s position (in time). Fig. 1
summarizes the classification on hiding in SCA and their
associated implementations; the classification on masking is
excluded in this paper. The vertical hiding includes randomizing
the leakage, i.e. making the leakage patterns look differently for
difficult detection, and uniformizing the leakage, i.e. making the
leakage patterns look-alike for difficult analysis. The horizontal
hiding is essentially the leakage desynchronization, i.e. making
the leakage patterns happen at different times. The vertical and
horizontal implementations will be further summarized in
Section II later. From Fig. 1, we remark that an asynchronouslogic (async-logic) implementation [9], by executing an
encryption hardware asynchronously, could feature both
vertical and horizontal hiding (termed as dual-hiding in this
paper); the possible classifications/implementation are shown in
bold in Fig. 1.
In this paper, we focus on async-logic to enable dual-hiding
for an AES accelerator. The realization of async-logic AES
accelerator is not new, having several pioneered works reported
[10], [11], [12], [13]. However, most reported works only
presented their async-logic designs or their async-logic library
cells, but did not fully evaluate their SCA resistance against
many different attacking hypothesis models. Some other works
only analysed the Substitution-Box (S-Box) of AES [14]. Such
analyses, unfortunately, were too simplistic. In fact, an asynclogic AES accelerator might not naturally mitigate SCA where
some works [15] had reported that a reset operation could leak
the key in an async-logic S-Box. The reason why the reported
async-logic design might not work as expected is similar to that
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Fig. 1: The classification and the associated implementations for SCA hiding countermeasures; dual-hiding async-logic is considered

in a synchronous-logic (sync-logic) design where flip-flops tend
to leak the key either at the positive/negative clock edges. In the
reported async-logic designs, some internal signals still have to
be synchronized before next operation. As a result, the circuits
that synchronize the operation could be very leaky.
In this paper, we resurrect async-logic as an emerging and yet
practical technology in hardware security, and demonstrate its
security applications comprehensively. Our motivations of
using async-logic are to allow a fine-grain timing control easily,
to enable dual-hiding SCA countermeasures effectively, and to
validate the high SCA resistance by a proper use of async-logic.
We describe a 128-bit dual-hiding async-logic AES accelerator
based on a Xilinx Field-Programmable-Gate-Array (FPGA)
platform. We research into an FPGA-based realization mainly
for fast prototyping for our targeted IoT system and yet with
high SCA resistance. There are five contributions in this paper.
 First, we propose a dual-rail async-logic design flow with
relative timing to simplify the AES realization in FPGA; our
FPGA-based async-logic AES accelerator is more designefficient than the reported async-logic designs.
 Second, we optimize completion detection (CD) circuits for
FPGA async-logic realization, achieving a power-efficient
solution (i.e. 1.3× to 1.64× better).
 Third, we leverage on the async-logic operation to insert a
randomized delay-line control and a data-propagation
control to amplify the dual-hiding SCA countermeasures for
AES, making the SCA evaluations difficult.
 Fourth, we validate our dual-hiding async-logic AES
accelerator in two FPGA platforms – one is based on lownoise Sakura-X board [16] appropriate for ‘best-case’ SCA
evaluations, and the other one based on the relatively noisier
commercial Arty-A7 board [17] appropriate for ‘typicalcase’ real-time applications.
 Fifth, to our best knowledge, our async-logic AES
accelerator is the first async-logic AES prototype
comprehensively evaluated with 74 SCA attacking
hypothesis models (under the first-round/last-round attacks
with a combination of Hamming distance/weight, bit model,

and zero-model under the correlation/differential EM
attacks). The evaluation shows that, even with the best effort
to re-align 1 million EM traces, our async-logic AES
accelerator is still SCA-resistant. Both from the Sakura-X
and Arty-A7 boards, only up to 3 (out of 16) sub-keys can
be identified in any attacking hypothesis models. If all
attacking hypothesis models are collectively used, only up
to 8 (out of 16) sub-keys can be identified. We further show
that the effort to evaluate the Arty-A7 board (which is
noisier) is more difficult as its dual-hiding countermeasure
features are more significant. For completeness, we
benchmark our async-logic AES accelerator against a synclogic AES counterpart which is easily attacked (with all 16
sub-keys broken @ 30K EM traces).
The paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly reviews
the SCA countermeasures and async-logic design concept.
Section III describes our proposed dual-hiding async-logic AES
accelerator in FPGA. Section IV presents the experimental
results and comparison. Finally, the paper is concluded in
Section V.
II. REVIEW: SCA HIDING COUNTERMEASURES AND
ASYNC-LOGIC DESIGN CONCEPT
We will first categorize the SCA hiding countermeasures and
then review the async-logic design concept. This section will
provide a preamble of why async-logic is potentially
advantageous to counteract SCA.
A. SCA Hiding Countermeasures
As depicted in Fig. 1 earlier, let us first look at the vertical
hiding where the randomization aims to confuse adversaries by
producing different leakage patterns (e.g. power/EM) from
encryption to encryption. Some examples include randomly
multiplexing two different S-Boxes [18], adjusting processvoltage-temperature (PVT) parameters (e.g. via Dynamic
Voltage Frequency Scaling – DVFS) [19], injecting noises [20],
controlling the flow of data [21], etc. On the other hand, the
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uniformization aims to obscure adversaries by producing
similar leakage patterns from encryption to encryption. This can
be achieved at the system, module and logic levels. Some
examples at the system level include to regulate power/voltage
via LDOs/inductive voltage controllers/current equalizers [22],
[23], [24], [25] and/or shielding [26]. Some examples at the
module level include introducing a power-balanced S-box [27]
or replicating AES sub-system, S-Box or other compensators
[28], [29] to flatten the power/EM emission. Some examples at
the circuit level include adopting various switching-balanced
logic styles, including WDDL [30], SABL [31], SDMLp [32],
DyCML [33], DDCVLS [34], 3-phase logic [35], and Time
Enclosed Logic (TEL) [36], [37].
Now, look at the horizontal hiding which essentially
desynchronizes the leakage patterns so that the alignment of the
leakage patterns is difficult. A simplistic way is to leverage on
the sync-logic approach by randomly shifting the clock,
inserting dummy operations, or adjusting the clock delay
variations via DVFS. An esoteric way is to use the async-logic
approach, either based on the bundled data [38] or self-detection
[39], in the sense the delay variation is not periodically clocksampled but arbitrarily self-timed. To achieve a higher degree
of desynchronization, the self-detection approach is preferred as
it is innately a fine-grained data-driven PVT-aware adjustment.
Conceptually, DVFS [19], in a coarse-grain manner,
embodies both vertical and horizontal hiding features to
counteract SCA. The async-logic implementations [10], [11]
similarly embody both vertical and horizontal hiding features,
but the reported async-logic designs are somewhat not effective
to counteract SCA. In this paper, we will present how our
proposed async-logic AES accelerator can counteract SCA in
FPGA, and explain why we can achieve the effective fine-grain
vertical and horizontal hiding.
B. Dual-Rail Async-Logic Design Concept
Fig. 2 depicts a basic dual-rail pipeline architecture [40]. For
simplicity, we only depict two pipeline stages, Stagei and
Stagei+1, where the data are stored in the dual-rail latches, Latchi
and Latchi+1, and detected by the CD circuits, CDi and CDi+1.
The latches and CD circuits are primarily constructed by
CMulller gates [39]. At Stagei, there are N-bit dual-rail inputs,
M-bit dual-rail outputs, and handshake left and right
acknowledge signals Lacki and Racki. For ease of
understanding, the handshake signals are represented with
dotted arrows, and are used to control the latches in the dual-rail
data encoding [39] where two wires are used to represent 1-bit
information. This dual-rail encoding enables two operation
phases, i.e. evaluation phase where two wires are at the opposite
logic state, and reset phase where two wires are both ‘0’s (or
called NULL data). When Racki and Racki+1 are ‘1’ for the
evaluation phase, only the valid data can be transferred into
Latchi and Latchi+1. When the Racki and Racki+1 are ‘0’ for the
reset phase, only the NULL data can be transferred into the
Latchi and Latchi+1. To generate a logical function, the dual-rail
macrocell, which is sandwiched between the latches, is used.
The dual-rail macrocell can be any dual-rail circuits [15].

Fig. 2 also labels the number within round/oval shapes to
explain the async-logic operation sequences; some sequences
(e.g. Sequences 3a and 3b) are performed concurrently. Initially,
all the dual-rail signals are NULL, and the handshake signals
are ‘1’. When the inputs become valid (see Sequence 1), Latchi
will store the valid inputs (see Sequence 2). CDi, consisting of
NOR gates and completion tree (CT), will detect the N-bit
inputs to be all valid, then Lacki will be ‘0’ (see Sequence 3a),
indicating that all N-bit inputs have already been stored. The
dual-rail macrocell will concurrently perform its operation,
generating the M-bit outputs (see Sequence 3b) stored at
Latchi+1 (see Sequence 4b) in Stagei+1. CDi+1 will detect the
outputs to be all valid, Lacki+1 (Racki) will be ‘0’ (see Sequence
5b), indicating that all M-bit outputs have already been stored.
When the inputs become NULL (see Sequences 4a-5a), Latchi
will reset the NULL inputs (see Sequence 6a), causing Lacki to
be ‘1’ again (see Sequence 7a) and resetting the dual-rail
macrocell (see Sequence 7b). Racki+1 triggering to ‘0’ (see
Sequences 5c-7c) will reset Latchi+1 (see Sequence 8b) which
will further trigger CDi+1 to see Lacki+1 (Racki) to ‘1’ (see
Sequence 9b). A new operation will be ready when the inputs
become valid again.

Fig. 2: Dual-rail async pipeline structure

III. PROPOSED ASYNC-LOGIC AES ACCELERATOR
We now present our proposed dual-hiding async-logic AES
accelerator by highlighting four sub-sections, i.e. A Architecture with relative timing, B – Design flow, C – Circuit
optimization, and D – Dual-hiding SCA countermeasures. The
sub-sections A and B collectively form one of our main
contributions - dual-rail async-logic design flow with relative
timing. The sub-sections C and D delineate our contributions on
low power/area implementation, and high SCA resistance.
A. Architecture with Relative Timing
Fig. 3 depicts the architecture of our dual-hiding async-logic
AES accelerator. Conceptually, it is globally synchronous and
locally asynchronous (GSLA) where the primary inputs and
outputs are synchronized by a global clock Clk but the internal
signals are operated asynchronously. For simplicity, Fig. 3 only
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shows in bold the main primary inputs (i.e. the start signal
KDrdy, the plaintext DataIn, the clock Clk, and the key KeyIn)
and the primary output (i.e. ciphertext DataOut); other
inputs/outputs are not shown. The primary inputs and outputs
are clock-synchronized both for ease of simple integration with
other clock-based modules (e.g. a microcontroller) and for a
simple SCA evaluation.
To achieve GSLA, our async-logic AES accelerator
comprises two main modules, the sync-logic interface and the
async-logic AES core. The sync-logic interface is essentially a
simple state-machine to control the flip-flops to transfer,
multiplex and latch data. On top of that, it has a random seed
generator to generate a 32-bit select signal Sel for controlling
the delay variables which are used to enable horizontal hiding –
see later in Section III.D.
The async-logic AES core (see the big dotted box in Fig. 3)
is a dual-rail async-logic design. We remark that the async-logic
AES core is not Quasi-Delay-Insensitive (QDI) [9] – different
from some reported QDI-based AES designs [12]. QDI is one
of the async-logic approaches [12] of implementing async-logic
circuits. The advantages of QDI include timing-assumption-free
synchronization and high robustness toward process-voltagetemperature (PVT) variations. When an async-logic circuit is
designed to be QDI, it is able to operate correctly, independent
of any gate and wire delays. To achieve the independent delay
attribute, QDI circuits need to abide by a strict data signaling
protocol to transfer/synchronize data; the timing or data
synchronization issues encountered in sync-logic circuits are no
longer critical in QDI circuits. The strict data signaling protocol
requires all the data signal transitions to be
detected/acknowledged. Due to the strict data signaling protocol
in QDI [12] for detection/acknowledgment, QDI circuits incur
higher power/area overheads. We do not adopt QDI for two
reasons. First, we would like to simplify the interface parts for
GSLA. Second, we want to relax the timing assumptions so that

we not only optimize the FPGA circuit implementations but also
make dual-hiding SCA countermeasures easier to be realized.
From Fig. 3, the shaded boxes are the circuits realized in the
dual-rail encoding and the unshaded boxes the circuits realized
in standard single-rail logic. The dotted arrows represent the
handshake signals.
The async-logic AES core first accepts DataIn and KeyIn and
converts them into dual-rail signals via the single-rail to dualrail converters (S2Ds). The arrival times of the generated dualrail signals are randomly controlled by the variable delays.
Then, the pre-Add Round operation is performed, followed by
10 rounds of repetitive AES operation conducted in Stages 1-3.
Each round of AES operation has Look-up-Table (LUT) S-Box,
ShiftRow, MixColumn and Add Round operations, save the last
round which does not have the MixColumn operation [1]. The
Round Constant (Rcon) State Machine generates the Rcon
signals for the Key Expansion.
There are three dual-rail macrocells. The first macrocell is for
the pre-Add Round operation. The second macrocell is for SBox, ShiftRow, MixColumn, Add Round, Key Expansion and
Multiplex operations. The third macrocell is for Rcon operation.
The second and third macrocells are sandwiched by the
latches/CD circuits based on the dual-rail pipelines (refer back
to Fig. 2). The second and third macrocells need to form asynclogic rings for cyclic data propagation [39]. We do this by
augmenting latches and CD circuits (e.g. Stages 2-3).
The async-logic AES accelerator is designed to abide by the
following timing assumptions. When DataIn and KeyIn are
ready, KDrdy is triggered at the positive clock edge, our asynclogic AES accelerator will start computing 10 rounds of AES
operation asynchronously, and at the 11th clock cycle, DataOut
will be stored at the flip-flops. Fig. 4 depicts the timing diagram.
The 10 clock cycles are set to be the same as that in its synclogic counterpart. The 10-clock latency depends on how fast the
async-logic AES core can generate the internal signal IntData;

Fig. 3: Architecture of the proposed async-logic dual-hiding AES accelerator
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see at Stage 2 in Fig. 3. Referring to Fig. 4, IntData will alternate
between the NULL data (black regions) and valid data (as
numbered 1-10) for 10 rounds. At the 10th round, IntData will
remain valid until the 11th clock cycle. The total delay of IntData
could vary according to various randomized delays, but must be
less than the 10-clock duration. The clock counter could be set
to other numbers (e.g. < 10), making DataOut be available at a
different clock cycle, provided that IntData has already been
computed for 10 rounds of AES operation.

rail and CMuller library cells for async-logic operations. We
first define generic single-rail functions (e.g. AND, OR, etc.)
and then construct their corresponding generic dual-logic
functions based on dual-rail logic implementations. For the
specific dual-rail logic implementation, we adopt the wavedynamic-differential logic (WDDL) [30]. We finally create
dual-rail FPGA primitive cells to represent WDDL dual-rail
cells. Although it is well-reported that WDDL suffers from high
SCA leakage [42], we still use WDDL because WDDL is simple
and we could leverage on async-logic operations to mitigate the
leakage – see later.

Fig. 4: The timing diagram for the async-logic AES accelerator

We use a relative timing approach [41] to determine when to
stop the async-logic operation. This is achieved by detecting the
Rcon State Machine for controlling 10 rounds of the AES
operation. The Rcon State Machine will generate the hex
number sequence 01, 02, 04, 08, 10, 20, 40, 80, 1B and 36 [6].
Each hex number follows the dual-rail encoding having valid
and NULL data alternately. When H’36 is generated, the
number sequence will stop. Fig. 5 depicts the timing control
circuit. There are two circuit paths, one is the CD for allowing
the async-logic ring operation to be propagated, and the other
one the Stop Detection for stopping the async-logic ring
operation. The Stop Detection in part detects in the round
constant number of H’36. For the first 9 rounds of the AES
operation, only delay path D1 will be activated. For the last
round, both delay paths D1 and D2 will be activated but D2 is
relatively faster than D1 so that the ring operation will be halted,
meaning the handshake signaling sequence will be disrupted.
This delay assumption can be easily satisfied by using the
relative timing approach [41] where the CD has at least an extra
2-input NOR gate delay and 1 2-input CMuller gate delay. We
place the CD circuits in D1 and Stop Detection circuits in D2
close to one another to minimize the wire delays, and use the
Xilinx Vivado timing analyzer tool to check the overall delay
paths D1 and D2. For safety reasons, we design the CD and Stop
Detection circuits so that D1 has at least 25% longer delay than
D2. Once the async-logic operation stops, the generated output
will temperately be latched. The ciphertext output will be stored
in the flip-flops at the 11th clock, producing DataOut.
B. FPGA Design Flow
Fig. 6 depicts the FPGA design flow for realizing our asynclogic AES accelerator. There are three phases – the cell
preparation phase, design phase, and FPGA realization phase.
The cell preparation phase is to build FPGA-synthesizable dual-

Fig. 5: The timing control circuit having two delay paths, D1 and D2. D2
must be faster than D1 for proper operation.

Fig. 6: FPGA design flow for the dual-hiding async-logic AES accelerator

In the design phase, it has 4 main steps, including the pipeline
architecture, standard synthesis, S2D conversion, and CD
setting. We earlier depicted in Fig. 3 our adopted pipeline
architecture. We use a structural approach to arrange various
latches to form async-logic rings, and the associated macrocells
are sandwiched between latches. The arrangement of the latches
will determine how the data will flow, including a possibility to
include more pipeline stages. In fact, async-logic operation is
beneficial to adjust data flow dynamically, and is flexible
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enough to shift some functions to other pipeline stages without
causing much synchronization disruption. In Fig. 3, our aim is
to keep the architecture to have minimum possible hardware
resources – we do not consider to use additional pipeline stages
as another means to inject noise to counteract SCA.
The three macrocells are first coded in Verilog, and then
synthesized using the standard synthesis flow. Thereafter, their
netlists are converted into dual-rail netlists. The handshake
circuits and variable delays are constructed structurally using
the FPGA primitive cells.
The CD setting determines how the CD circuits generate the
handshake signals to acknowledge various pipeline stages. This
setting is coupled with the delay-lines to enable horizontal
hiding. We will present how we optimize the DC circuits in
Section III.C, and achieve the SCA hiding in Section III.D.
In the FPGA realization phase, it is to configure the FPGA
setting correctly so that the Xilinx Vivado tool can perform a
successful synthesis on async-logic circuits. Fig. 7 depicts the
constraint and the synthesis options. Particularly, the
“set_multicycle_path” option is used to let the tool have a
timing check within 10 clock cycles duration. Otherwise, some
warning messages happen as the tool fails to analyze an asynclogic design. Further, we restrict the tool not to flatten the
architecture (and circuit optimization) because we do not want
our dual-rail circuits and CD circuits to be further optimized,
possibly creating any unwanted timing violations.

Fig. 7: Constraint and synthesis option

C. Circuit Optimization
We optimize our async-logic AES accelerator based on the
Xilinx FPGA chips. As CMuller gates are critical cells for
async-logic circuits, we adopt a latch-based synthesizable
approach based on the behavioral coding. Figs. 8 (a) and (b)

depict a 2-input CMuller gate and a resettable 2-input CMuller
gate respectively. In Fig. 8, the upper diagrams show the Verilog
coding and the lower diagrams show the corresponding FPGA
implementations using the 2-input LUT cell, 3-input LUT cell
and/or the primitive latch, termed as LDCE. For the 2-input
CMuller gate, when the inputs A and B are both ‘1’, the output
Q is ‘1’. When the inputs A and B are both ‘0’, the output Q is
‘0’. When A and B are at the opposite states, the output Q keeps
the previous state. For the resettable 2-input CMuller gate, when
NR is ‘0’, the output Q is reset to ‘0’. When NR is ‘1’, the
resettable CMuller gate is functionally the same as the 2-input
CMuller gate. The resettable 2-input CMuller gate is used for
initialization (e.g. in the latches).
Q = ({A, B} = 2’b11) ? 1 :
({A, B} = 2’b00) ? 0 : Q;

If (!NR)
Q = 0;
else
Q = ({A, B} = 2’b11) ? 1 :
({A, B} = 2’b00) ? 0 : Q;

O=I1.I0+I2.I0
B

I0

A

I1

O=!I0+!I2.!I1
NR

O

I2 LUT3

A

I1

I0

B

I2

I1
I2

(a)

I0

O=I2+I1.I0
O
LUT3

O
LUT3

Q
O=I1.I0

CLR
D
G

O

Q

GE LDCE

I0
O
I1 LUT2

(b)

Fig. 8: Verilog coding and its corresponding FPGA implementation for (a) 2input CMuller gate, (b) Resettable 2-input CMuller gate

Because both the key and data have 128 bits that need to be
completion-detected, the implementation of the CD plays an
important role. We optimize the CD circuits based on different
configurations. Figs. 9 (a) to (c) depict three different CD
implementations. The CD circuit in Fig. 10 (a) is based on the
state-holding approach [39], consisting of a set-logic detecting
all ‘1’s and a reset-logic detecting all ‘0’s. Both the set-logic
and reset-logic will finally be detected by a 2-input CMuller
gate. The CDs in Figs. 9 (b) and (c) are largely based on 4-input
CMuller gates and 2-input CMuller gates respectively. The 4input CMuller is similarly coded as the 2-input CMuller as
depicted in Fig. 8 (a). For simplicity, we term the CD circuits in
Figs. 9 (a) – (c) as CD-A, CD-B and CD-C respectively.

Fig. 9: Completion Detection (a) CD-A using the state holding approach, (b) CD-B using 4-input CMuller gates, and (c) CD-C using 2-input CMuller gates
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Figs. 10 (a) – (c) depict the EM profile (in time-domain across
the 10 rounds of operation) of the async-logic AES accelerators
embodying CD-A, CD-B and CD-C respectively. As expected,
the async-logic AES accelerator embodying CD-C has the
largest EM amplitude variations, and those embodying CD-A
and CD-B have similar EM amplitude variations. In terms of
delay, the async-logic AES accelerator embodying CD-C has
the longest delay, followed by that embodying CD-B, and that
embodying CD-A has the shortest delay.
Table I further tabulates the normalized gate-count, power
and delay of the AES accelerators embodying CD-A, CD-B and
CD-C respectively; the results are normalized with respect to
the AES accelerator embodying CD-C. From Table I, all AES
accelerators have similar gate-count, and that embodying CD-C
has the lowest number. In terms of average power dissipation
(based on 10,000 AES operations), the AES accelerators
embodying CD-A and CD-B is 1.3× and 1.64× more power than
that embodying CD-C. In terms of delay (based on the minimum
(min) and maximum (max) cases), the delays of the AES
accelerators embodying CD-A and CD-B are respectively 0.91×
and 0.93× of the AES accelerator embodying CD-C. In view of
the higher EM/delay variations for amplitude/time moderation
and power-efficiency, we will use the AES accelerator
embodying CD-C for our SCA evaluation in Section IV later.

Fig. 10: The EM amplitude/time variations for the async-logic AES
accelerators embodying (a) CD-A, (b) CD-B and (c) CD-C
TABLE I
THE NORMALIZED GATE-COUNT, POWER AND DELAY FOR THE ASYNC-LOGIC
AES ACCELERATORS EMBODYING CD-A, CD-B AND CD-C
AES Accelerator
AES with CD-A
AES with CD-B
AES with CD-C

Normalized
Gate-Count
1.04×
1.02×
1.00×

Normalized
AES Power
1.30×
1.64×
1.00×

Normalized
Delay (Min/Max)
0.91×/0.91×
0.93×/0.93×
1.00×/1.00×

D. Dual-Hiding SCA Countermeasures
Our async-logic AES accelerator features dual-hiding SCA
countermeasures collectively from a number of techniques.
From the vertical hiding, it features the noise injection and datapropagation control which collectively moderate the power/EM
peaks. From the horizontal hiding, it features async-logic dualrail operations and randomized data-driven delays which
collectively introduce delay jitters.
The SCA countermeasures applied largely relate to the delayline control, leveraging on async-logic operation to moderate
the peaks and timing. The specific SCA countermeasure
implementations are further depicted in Figs. 11 (a) – (d). Fig.
11 (a) depicts the 32-bit select (Sel) signal circuit to control
randomized delays during the async-logic operation. For every
first encryption (after reset), Sel is generated based on DataIn
by converting 128-bit data down to 32-bit via XOR operations.
This is to mitigate the risk that adversaries try getting the same
Sel. For subsequent encryption operations, Sel is generated
based on the previous encryption output.
Fig. 11 (b) depicts the delayed-shifted S2D conversion
circuits by generating the dual-rail signals from DataInR, KeyIn
and InitConf. DataInR is the registered input DataIn (from flipflops). To reduce area/power overheads, we do not keep KeyIn
in the flip-flops, so KeyIn is S2D-converted directly. InitConf is
the default round constant/control signals which are not needed
to be latched, so it is S2D-converted directly. The data dual-rail
signals are first triggered by the stored KDrdyR signal (i.e.
registered from KDrdy signal), and then are randomly delayed
by the Sel signal. In our design, the 32-bit Sel signal is randomly
applied to different delay-lines therein where each delay-line
has up to 32 delay variations (with 5 bits control). Put simply,
the data, key and round constant/control signals are randomly
delayed. These delay variations moderate the occurrence of
peaks at different times.
Fig. 11 (c) depicts another level of control, by controlling 4
reset signals NRST to turn on the latches. The reset signals are
determined using the completion signal of the Pre-Add Round
operation. In this case, the commencement of the latches is
random, moderating the operations for the dual-rail macrocells.
Fig. 11 (d) depicts the backward delay controls in Stages 1
and 2, further moderating the timing for each round of AES
operations. In Stage 1, we need to handshake both the key and
data, so a CMuller gate is needed to combine the completion
signals from the key and data. Thereafter, we insert four delaylines controlled by Sel, each randomly generating delay jitters
for 4 S-Boxes for async-logic operation. In Stage 2, we use a
delay-line controlled just by an internal generated a signal Cont
so the delay variation is not purely dependent on SEL.
The random delay is bounded, having maximum (max) and
minimum (min) delays for one encryption. There are two parts
causing the max and min delays. The first part is due to the
delay-line control circuits. This first part is more critical as a
similar (random) delay, large or small, applies to all 10 rounds
of AES operation, having an accumulative effect. The second
part is caused by the data-dependency of async-logic operation.
This second part is less critical because the 10 rounds of AES
operation have the average effect; some fast delays in some
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rounds could be offset by some small delays in other rounds.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we first provide the FPGA implementation
results for our async-logic AES accelerator followed by detailed
SCA evaluations.
A. FPGA Prototyping
We evaluate our async-logic AES accelerator on two different
FPGA boards, i.e. the Sakura-X board [16] embodying the
Xilinx Kintax-7 chip, and the Arty-A7 board [17] embodying
the Xilinx Artix-7 chip. We evaluate these two boards for
different noise settings, enabling us to quantify their degrees of
SCA resistance. Based on our evaluation, the Sakura-X board is
quite clean (less noisy), but the Arty-A7 board is somewhat
noisy. In this paper, we term the former as a clean board for the
possible best-case scenario, and the latter as a noisy board for a
common case scenario – practical scenario. Fig. 13 depicts the
SCA platform used both for the clean and noisy boards.

Fig. 11: Delay control: (a) Random seed generator for Sel, (b) the delayedcontrol S2D conversion circuit, (c) the delayed-control reset signal, and (d)
back-forward delay control circuits in Stages 1 and 2.

Figs. 12 (a) and (b) respectively depict the overlapping EM
and power traces using 10 encryption operations; one of the
traces is bold for easy reference. From Figs. 13, their power and
EM traces are largely moderated both in the amplitude and time
domains. In other words, it would be increasingly difficult to realign the EM and power traces for effective SCA evaluations.
The EM traces are cleaner attributed to a good quality EM probe
used (pick-up coil: 1.6mm). The power traces are noisier,
meaning that it would be even more difficult to attack the power
side-channel (when compared to the EM side-channel). We will
use the EM traces for SCA evaluation in Section IV.

Fig. 12: Overlapping traces of 10 encryptions: (a) EM, and (b) power

Table II tabulates the synthesis results of the async-logic AES
accelerator based on the Sakura-X and Arty-A7 boards. For ease
of result interpretation, we also include a standard sync-logic
design [16] without any SCA countermeasure. The intention
here is to help readers to interpolate the power and area
overheads for the reported SCA countermeasures [7], [30], [31],
[36], [37], [44], applied; these reported countermeasures suffer
high overheads, e.g. 3× to 10× more overheads yet without
guaranteeing good resistance to SCA. For a fair comparison,
both the sync-logic and async-logic AES designs are
synthesized based on the same operating conditions. From Table
II, our async-logic AES designs, suffer 7.3×-7.5× more gate
counts, these penalties are expected as the FPGA design flow is
not intentionally developed for async-logic designs. Area
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optimization for async-logic circuits could be possible but such
optimization is beyond the scope of this paper; we remark again
that one of our main objectives is to evaluate how async-logic
circuits are beneficial to counteract SCAs.
2.5G/s Oscilloscope

Software platform
running SCAs

EM Probe

Board under Test

Sakura-X Board
(Clean)

Arty-A7 Board
(Noisy)

Fig. 13: SCA evaluation boards including Sakura-X and Arty-A7

be possible but such optimization is beyond the scope of this
paper.
B. SCA Evaluations
Table III tabulates our SCA evaluation information and
settings. We use up to 1 million (1M) EM traces for each AES
design operated at 12MHz; it takes up to 2 days for 1M EM trace
measurements for each board. The oscilloscope used is a Lecroy
2.5GS/s oscilloscope, and the EM probe is the MT-545 EM
probe. The SCA evaluation software tool is based on the SCA
platform in [45]. We consider the attacks at both the first round
(FR) and last round (LR) operations, and the attacking locations
include both before and after the 8-bit S-Box. We consider the
Correlation EM Analysis (CEMA) attack, Differential EM
Analysis (DEMA) attack, and Zero-Model attack. Within the
CEMA, we consider Hamming Distance (HD) and Hamming
Weight (HW) for 8-bit bus, and the Bit Model for 8 different
individual bits. For DEMA, we also consider the 8 different
individual bits. For each AES design, 74 attacks are evaluated.

TABLE II
THE SYNTHESIS RESULTS OF SYNC-LOGIC AND ASYNC-LOGIC AES
ACCELERATORS ON THE SAKURA-X AND ARTY-A7 BOARDS
Sakura-X Board
Arty-A7 Board
AES Design
Sync-logic Async-logic Sync-logic Async-logic
Gate count
2,340
17,490
2,421
17,628
No. of Clocks
10
10
10
10
Max frequency#
29MHz
16MHz
28MHz
22MHz
Power dissipation*
30mW
115mW
NA
NA
*
Operated at 12MHz # Based on the same synthesis condition

All the sync-logic and async-logic AES accelerators take 10
clock cycles to complete one encryption. As we fix the clock @
12MHz, both the sync-logic and async-logic AES accelerators
have the same delay, but they can be clocked at a higher clock
rate. The sync-logic AES accelerators can operate up to 2829MHz, where the async-logic accelerators up to 16-22MHz.
For the maximum speed, the delay penalty in the async-logic
AES accelerators is largely due to the additional reset (NULL)
operations. The maximum frequency of the async-logic AES
accelerators is determined by the worst-case delay, i.e. based on
the worst-case random delay. The latency delay is preserved if
the operating clock frequency is slower than the maximum
allowable frequency. It is worthwhile to remark that if a 12MHz
clock is fixed, the async-logic AES accelerator can complete the
operation within 8 clock cycles in the Sakura-X board and
within 6 clock cycles in the Arty-A7 board. But the sync-logic
AES accelerators still need to wait for 10 clock cycles. Put
simply, for speed-uncritical applications, the async-logic AES
accelerator is in fact advantageous for fast latency.
Based on the 10,000 encryptions for the power measurements
on the Sakura-X board, the async-logic AES accelerator is 3.8×
more power than its sync-logic counterpart. For the Arty-A7
board, we cannot measure the power of both the sync-logic and
async-logic AES accelerators independently as there are other
interface modules running simultaneously. As a result, we do
not include the power reading for the Arty-A7 board. We
reasonably expect the power overhead could be within 4× based
on the present async-logic AES design architecture. Further
power optimization for the async-logic AES accelerator could

TABLE III
THE SCA EVALUATION INFORMATION/SETTINGS
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Item
Maximum Traces
Frequency
Oscilloscope
EM probe
SCA software
First Round (FR)
Last Round (LR)
CEMA @ HD
CEMA @ HW
CEMA @ Bit
DEMA
Zero-Model

Remark
Up to 1 million EM traces
12MHz
2.5GS/s (Lecroy)
MT-545 (pick-up coil: 1.6mm)
From async2secure.com [45]
Locations at both before and after S-Box
Locations at both before and after S-Box
8-bit bus
8-bit bus
Bit 0 to bit 7 (8 cases)
Bit 0 to bit 7 (8 cases)
When the input of S-Box is zero

We first perform SCA using the original EM traces (i.e.
without any re-alignment). Table IV tabulates the reading
“Value 1@Value 2” where the Value 1 is the number of sub-keys
broken within Value 2 which is the number of EM traces used.
In Table IV, for simplicity, we group the FR and LR attack
together based on the highest number of sub-keys broken in any
of the attacking hypothesis models in either FR or LR attacks.
For the Sakura-X board, the sync-logic AES accelerator is
vulnerable where CEMA@HD requires only 1.4K EM traces to
break 16 (all) sub-keys (at the LR attack). CEMA@HW,
CEMA@Bit and DEMA are able to break some (but not all)
keys within 1M traces. It appears that Zero-Model is insufficient
to break any sub-keys – this is largely attributed to the look-uptable (LUT) S-Box implementation [46] where the switching
activities therein when input = 0 is not much different from that
using other input combinations. We remark that the SCA attacks
the weakest point – once CEMA@HD hypothesis model is able
to attack all sub-keys, the entire AES accelerator is considered
vulnerable. Other SCA attacking models would be used as
reference only. For the async-logic AES accelerator in the
Sakura-X board, only one sub-key (out of 16) can be broken
with CEMA@Bit.
In the Arty-A7 board, the sync-logic AES accelerator is more
SCA resistant, but all the sub-keys can still be broken by using
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CEMA@HD with 30K traces (vis-à-vis 1.4K traces or 21× more
resistance). The 30K EM traces to break all sub-keys are still
considered very ‘poor’ in terms of SCA resistance. Whereas, for
the async-logic AES accelerator in the Arty-A7 board using 1M
EM traces, 1 sub-key is broken with CEMA@Bit and
DEMA@Bit.
TABLE IV
THE SCA EVALUATION ON BOTH SYNC-LOGIC AND ASYNC-LOGIC AES
ACCELERATORS (USING ORIGINAL EM TRACES)
N
o Model

Sakura-X (Clean)
Sync-logic Async-logic
1 CEMA @ HD 16 @ 1.4K
0 @ 1M
2 CEMA @ HW 1 @ 1M
0 @ 1M
3 CEMA @ Bit
2 @ 1M
1 @ 1M
4 DEMA @ Bit
1 @ 1M
0 @ 1M
5 Zero Model
0 @ 1M
0 @ 1M

Arty-A7 (Noisy)
Sync-logic Async-logic
16 @ 30K
0 @ 1M
4 @ 1M
0 @ 1M
1 @ 1M
1 @ 1M
1 @ 1M
1 @ 1M
0 @ 1M
0 @ 1M

We further re-align the EM traces, based on our best effort, to
attack the async-logic AES accelerators in the Sakura-X and
Arty-A7 boards. Figs. 14 (a) and (b) respectively depict the 50
original traces and 50 re-aligned traces within the LR operation
for the Sakura-X board. Figs. 15 (a) and (b) depict the same for
the Arty-A7 board.

Fig. 14: 50 EM traces on Sakura-X (a) original, and (b) re-aligned

Fig. 15: 50 EM traces on Arty-A7 (a) original, and (b) re-aligned

From Fig. 14 (b), the trace re-alignment in the Sakura-X
board is relatively simple as the traces are quite clean. From
Fig. 15 (b), the trace re-alignment in the Arty-A7 board is quite
difficult as the traces very noisy. We have to try many attempts
to find a good reference for the re-alignment. Put simply, the
effort spent to re-align the noisy traces is much more difficult
than that for the clean traces.
Table V further tabulates the SCA results with the EM trace
re-alignments for various attacking hypothesis models from the
async-logic AES accelerators embodied in the Sakura-X and
Arty-A7 boards. We now separate the FR attack and the LR
attack. The attacking locations are before the S-Box and after
the S-Box. Based on the attacking results, we make the
following comment. First, the async-logic AES accelerators in
both boards are reasonably robust in the sense that none of the
standalone attacking models is able to break all the sub-keys –
a maximum of three sub-keys are broken. Second, because of
the nature of the async-logic operation, the CEMA@HD and
CEMA@HW, which could be using an 8-bit data for modelling
and be effective in sync-logic AES accelerators, are no longer
effective. The bit models using CEMA and DEMA could
complement the attacks, and in fact we observe that the bit
models are more effective to attack the async-logic AES
accelerators. Third, it is possible to combine various attacking

TABLE V
THE SCA EVALUATION ON ASYNC-LOGIC AES ACCELERATORS (USING RE-ALIGNED EM TRACES)
N
Round
First Round (FR)
Last Round (LR)
o Attack Location
Before S-Box
After S-Box
Before S-Box
After S-Box
Board
Sakura-X
Arty-A7
Sakura-X
Arty-A7
Sakura-X
Arty-A7
Sakura-X
Arty-A7
1 CEMA @ HD*
N/A
N/A
0
0
1
1
N/A
N/A
2
CEMA @ HW
0
0
0
0
3
3
0
0
3
CEMA @ Bit0
NA
NA
0
0
1
1
NA
NA
4
CEMA @ Bit1
NA
NA
0
0
0
0
NA
NA
5
CEMA @ Bit2
NA
NA
0
0
3
0
NA
NA
6
CEMA @ Bit3
NA
NA
0
0
0
1
NA
NA
7
CEMA @ Bit4
NA
NA
1
0
3
3
NA
NA
8
CEMA @ Bit5
NA
NA
0
0
0
1
NA
NA
9
CEMA @ Bit6
NA
NA
1
0
2
1
NA
NA
10 CEMA @ Bit7
NA
NA
1
0
0
0
NA
NA
11 DEMA @ Bit0
NA
NA
0
0
1
1
NA
NA
12 DEMA @ Bit1
NA
NA
0
0
0
1
NA
NA
13 DEMA @ Bit2
NA
NA
0
0
3
0
NA
NA
14 DEMA @ Bit3
NA
NA
0
0
0
2
NA
NA
15 DEMA @ Bit4
NA
NA
0
0
1
1
NA
NA
16 DEMA @ Bit5
NA
NA
0
0
1
0
NA
NA
17 DEMA @ Bit6
NA
NA
0
0
0
1
NA
NA
18 DEMA @ Bit7
NA
NA
0
0
0
0
NA
NA
19
Zero Model
NA
NA
0
0
0
0
NA
NA
Total sub-keys#
0
0
3
0
8
7
0
0
*
The Hamming Distance (HD) model is either HD(S-Box(PT), PT) at the FR where PT is plaintext or HD(Inverse S-Box(CT), CT) at the LR where CT is a
ciphertext
#
Total sub-keys are the combined number of sub-keys; some broken sub-keys are the same among different models
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hypothesis models to collectively attack the async-logic AES
accelerators. Nonetheless, at the FR attack, a maximum of 3
sub-keys are broken, whereas at the LR attack, a maximum of 8
sub-keys are broken. We attribute that the trace re-alignment
helps better in the LR attack than in the FR attack. Fourth, for
the FR attack, the pre-round operation (i.e. at the location before
the S-Box) is leakier. However, the 1M EM traces are obviously
insufficient to break all sub-key, and the difficulty is further
compounded by the re-alignment of traces. Fifth, for the LR
attack, at the attacking location before the S-Box operation (i.e.
using inverse S-Box modelling) is leakier. Although the asynclogic operation has somewhat delay-dependent, its completion
detection still in part re-synchronizes some delays for each
round of operation. This could explain the LR attack would be
riskier than the FR attack. However, the SCA efficacy depends
on how well the trace re-alignment can be performed.
A cursory view on Table V alludes to that both the Sakura-X
and Arty-A7 boards have similar SCA results where about 7 or
8 sub-keys are collectively are broken. However, we remark
that the effort to attack the noisy board is a lot more and difficult.
Figs. 16 (a) and (b) respectively depict the correlation result vs
the number of EM traces for the Sakura-X and Arty-A7 boards.

Fig. 16: The correlation result vs the number of EM traces (for the 11th subkey = A7) based on (a) Sakura-X, and (b) Arty-A7

In Figs. 16 (a) and (b), we depict the same broken sub-keys
(i.e. sub-key = A7 at 11th sub-key) using CEMA@HD. The
correction result for the Sakura-X board is 0.022, whereas that
for the Arty-A7 board becomes 0.004, 5.5× smaller. For the
Sakura-X board, after 50K EM traces, the correlation result of
the correct sub-key is higher than that of the other sub-key, and
is about 2× times higher from 250K EM traces onwards.
Conversely, for the Arty-A7 board, the correlation result of the
correct sub-key is higher with at least 880K EM traces, and only
remains marginally higher up to 1M traces. In other words, the
confidence level of detecting the correct sub-key in the Arty-A7
board is much lower than that in the Sakura-X board. The low
confidence level of detecting the correct sub-key would also
make the “black box” SCA difficult, meaning that the asynclogic AES accelerator is more secured.
Table VI lists several reported dual-rail and compensated
crypto designs and our proposed AES accelerator (Sakura
board), all having hiding countermeasures. A direct SCA
resistance comparison among these designs remains contentious
due to their different implementation platforms (ASIC vs FPGA
where their noises are different), different algorithms (AES,
DES, PRESENT, SERPENT) and their SCA analyses (HW, HD
and others). For simplicity, we extract their respective
measurement-to-disclosure (MTD) improvement, power cost
and area cost when each of them is compared against their
corresponding unprotected counterparts (as reported in their
papers if available). In terms of SCA resistance between the
ASIC and FPGA implementations, the ASIC implementations
could offer more fine-grained controls, e.g. by using dedicated
metal routing [26], timing/capacitance balancing [36], and even
customized cells with transistor sizing, to mitigate SCA. Of
various ASIC AES designs, the reported design [26] with metal
routing greatly limits the EM emanation, hence achieving the
best MTD improvement. The FPGA implementations are
unfortunately bounded by the dedicated FPGA architecture and
its associated synthesis/routing rules, hence possibly limiting
SCA resistance. Although the comparison in Table VI is
qualitative, our proposed async-logic AES accelerator does
feature the highest MTD improvement in FPGA, up to 714×
more SCA resistant compared to its unprotected counterpart. We
further remark that our proposed async-logic AES accelerator is
the first async-logic design comprehensively SCA evaluated;
the reported async-logic AES designs (i.e. no. 2 [12] and no. 10

TABLE VI
THE COMPARISON ON DUAL-RAIL AND COMPENSATED CIPHER DESIGNS
No Design by
Platform Algorithm
Countermeasure
Evaluation Model
MTD Improvement* Power Cost+ Area Cost+
1 Bellizia 2018 [36] ASIC SERPENT
TEL (iDDPL)
HW only
NA
4.4×
3.5×
2 Bouesse 2005 [12] ASIC Full AES
Async-logic dual-logic
Not disclosed
NA
N/A
N/A
3 Shan 2020 [29]
ASIC Full AES
ML HD Compensator
HD only
446×
1.38×
1.38×
4 Hwang 2006 [47]
ASIC Full AES
Dual-rail
HD only
120×
2.7×
2.1×
5 Singh 2020 [25]
ASIC Full AES-128 Integrated All-Digital LDO
HD & HW
>125×
1.32×
1.37×
6 Das 2021 [26]
ASIC Full AES-256 CDSA & lower metal route
HD only
>83k×
1.5×
1.37×
7 He 2011 [42]
FPGA AES S-Box Precharge-absorbed DPL
Not disclosed
250×
N/A
1.3×
8 Soares 2011 [44]
FPGA Full DES
GALS pipeline (pipe-8)
Not disclosed
8.3×
N/A
13.5×
9 Bellizia 2020 [37] FPGA PRESENT-80 SC-DDPL
HW only
35× - 176×
2.8×
10.0×
10 Kotipali 2014 [10] FPGA Full AES
Async-logic NCL
Not disclosed
NA
N/A
N/A
11 This work
FPGA Full AES
Dual-Hiding async-logic
HD, HW, Bit & Zero Models
714×
3.8×
7.4×
* Measurement-to-disclosure (MTD) improvement – the ratio of the minimum traces between the protected cipher over the baseline (unprotected cipher). For the protected cipher, the
minimum trace could be the maximum traces used during the evaluation.
+
Power cost and area cost are the overheads extracted in their respective papers where their respective baseline designs may not be the same.
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[10]) do not have detailed SCA evaluations.
In summary, our dual-hiding async-logic AES accelerator is
advantageous to counteract against SCA, and would be more
advantageous in the presence of noise which is the typical
scenario in a real-life application. Other hiding/masking
countermeasures could also be applied to make the async-logic
design even more SCA resistant. We further remark that our
dual-hiding async-logic approach is also applicable to the ASIC
implementation. Such ASIC async-logic implementation could
be achieved by building the async-logic cells, and similarly by
imposing the timing assumptions for AES operation. Other SCA
countermeasure techniques such as metal routing and
capacitance balancing could be applied. In fact, the ASIC asynclogic implementation could be even easier to achieve more
randomized delays (via the delay-line control), hence hindering
the synchronization effort during the SCA evaluation. In short,
async-logic would feature an emerging and yet practical
technology to mitigate hardware security issues.
V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the dual-hiding async-logic AES
accelerator to counteract SCA. Leveraging on the innate selftimed operation in async-logic circuits, we have proposed the
randomized delay-line control and async-logic data-propagation
control to achieve the dual-hiding SCA features, i.e. amplitude
moderation in the vertical dimension, and time moderation in
the horizontal dimension. We have validated our async-logic
design flow and the completion detection optimization in Xilinx
FPGA platform, and have prototyped the design in two FPGA
boards, i.e. Sakura-X board and Arty-7 board. We have
comprehensively evaluated our async-logic AES accelerator in
both boards and benchmarked the async-logic AES accelerator
against its sync-logic counterpart. We have shown that our
async-logic AES accelerator is highly SCA resistant,
unbreakable with 1 million EM traces. The proposed asynclogic AES accelerator occupied ~17K gates, dissipated
115mW@12MHz, 1.2V, and its outputs were synchronized after
10 clock cycles.
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